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The leading giant Sony of Japan has stated that Ice Cream sandwich is not at all worth full. They
have desperately convinced that Ginger bread is far better than that. Ice Cream Sandwich is a name
used for Goggle software for smart phones and tablets and for version 4.0 of Android. As this is the
latest version but Gingerbread is the most available version of Android. And after some months Ice
Cream Sandwich made its entry through Samsung Galaxy Nexus. The company also said that the
Ice Cream sandwich is very persuasive and fresh in many different techniques but keeping in touch
with Gingerbread is not at all bad. In terms of resource usage the ICS is very much demanding and
the battery can easily handle in slowing down your phone.

The company said that the ICS has graphics hardware for speeding up. This acceleration helps in
running the graphics very smoother especially when the users have started any app or game but at
the same time the apps gets slower while starting. Through all such statements Sonyâ€™s mission is to
take away the attention of thousands of customers from the Ice Cream Sandwich and according to it
the android phones are not at all progressive as Ice Cream Sandwich demands. Many customers
are demanding for the update of the latest software but many mobile manufacturers including Sony
are facing problem in turning out the ICS. Still there is a big confusion whether the Ice Cream
sandwich is worth full. There are many reasons that say that ICS beats Gingerbread.

During these days the ICS is really a big issue of argument especially for the phone owners who are
very efficient in the use of technology. Samsung has messed up the ICS update for Galaxy S2 and
ICS has also postponed the commencing of galaxy Tab 2. 7 and 10.1 inch tablets. Through all this
information it is very much clear that technical troubles is not the matter of issue. The difficulty is
that the delay happens in public as one individual stated that showing different technological
versions but getting failed in providing them to the enthusiastic users seriously effects Android.
Moreover if the delays of Ice Cream sandwich are not bad enough then Jelly Bean and Key Lime
Pie would start to mountain up on the horizon.

Check out the best offers with mobile phone deals @ http://www.mobilephonedealcontracts.co.uk/
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